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MATERIALS:
LinerMate Accessor y — Molded plastic sleeve and U-shaped, 18-8, type-304, 20-gauge (.91mm) stainless steel support strap
hemmed for safety; riveted construction. Rests inside of waste receptacle area, removable for servicing. Fits Bobrick and most
other manufacturers' comparable 12-gal. capacity receptacles.
Part Numbers

Applications

Model Numbers

Bobrick ClassicSeries™

B-3644, B-3942, B-3944, B-3949, B-3961, B-39619, B-3974, B-3979

3944-134

Gamco TW and WR Series

TW-1, TW-1-6, TW-1C, TW-1F, TW-1FS,
TW-1M, TW-1MC, TW-14RP, TW-14RPT, WR-6, WR-14

3944-134

Other Manufacturers

LinerMate fits most other manufacturers' similar 12-gal waste receptacles
with the following minimum dimensions:
22-3/8" H x 14-13/16" W x 6-7/8" D (570 x 375 x 175mm)

3944-134

Bobrick ConturaSeries®

B-277

3944-134

B-43644

43644-134

B-4369, B-43699

4369-134

B-43944, B-43949

43944-134

(For retrofit into units
manufactured prior to Jan.
2010)

OPERATION:
To insert disposable can liner, lift LinerMate up and forward from waste receptacle and rest over front edge with the bottom
notches of LinerMate sleeve engaged on top front edge of receptacle. Place disposable liner inside LinerMate and fold trash
liner over LinerMate sleeve. Tie a knot in the corner of the can liner, then place LinerMate with disposable liner back into
receptacle. To empty, gather disposable liner from LinerMate sleeve and lift bag up.
INSTALLATION:
If hooks exist in waste receptacle, carefully bend them in or push in to clear obstruction for LinerMate. Insert LinerMate inside
12-gal. waste receptacle.
SPECIFICATION:
LinerMate accessory for ClassicSeries 12-gal. waste receptacle shall have a molded plastic sleeve with a 20-gauge (.91mm)
stainless steel, U-shaped support strap, hemmed for safety; riveted construction. LinerMate facilitates installation and removal
of disposable liners without unsightly liner overhang. LinerMate shall rest inside of waste receptacle. LinerMate fits most other
manufacturers' similar 12-gal. waste receptacles with the following minimum dimensions: 22-3/8" H x 14-13/16" W x 6-7/8" D
(570 x 375 x 175mm).
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